perspective

What Can Your
Database Teach You?

By Caroline Bishop
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Database quality is particularly crucial for big-ticket
B2B marketers because the universe is relatively small.
If I could change two things

may be wanting. Good data becomes even

Talking to sales is a requirement to

about B2B marketing, it would

more apparent if you focus on account-

building a high-quality database (and

be that marketers would spend much

based selling or trying to expand into new

content for that matter). Marketing

more time truly analyzing their databases,

markets and target new segments. As the

can learn a wealth of information by

and that they would talk to sales more

saying goes: “If you want to catch fish,

asking sales to dissect the sales

often. If these two basic steps were

you have to be where the fish are.”

process. You might learn how to

followed, marketing would have a
database that contains the people with
whom sales actually talk to when
nurturing and closing deals. They would
also create better content for both sales
and prospects. The result would be higher
quality leads for sales.

consequences associated with
having an unknown data quality.
The most obvious is that you are wasting
time and money talking to the wrong
people. Less obvious is that if you don’t
understand the make-up of your

Database quality is particularly crucial for

database, your measurement will be off.

big-ticket B2B marketers because the

You simply can’t make good decisions

universe is relatively small. We are not

based on bad data. A poorly understood

talking about millions of consumers here.

database leads to costly “spray and pray”

Your potential sales pool consists of

marketing.

hundreds, or perhaps thousands, of
buying centers at best. The database
quality determines the effectiveness of
your marketing programs and your ability
to identify the best sales opportunities. It
is the heart of all your marketing efforts.
An incomplete or inaccurate database will
generate poor results. A database that
contains names and companies who
mirror the ideal sales account can
generate valuable results even when the
message and overall campaign structure
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There are two immediate

The first step I suggest to my clients is to
take a long hard look at their database
and map it to the types of companies,
industries, and individuals they want to
target. The second step is to take this
analysis and review it with the sales team.
The goal is to identify the data gaps and
create a prospect behavior roadmap that
outlines who is involved at each stage of
the process.

identify and relate to both influencers
and decision makers, which business
issues are ripe for a meaningful
conversation, when to turn the
nurture volume up or down, or how
reps build personal relationships over
many months so they are positioned
as the go-to solution when the
prospect is ready to move forward. All
this information is vital to successful
nurturing.
The sad truth is that most
marketing and sales
executives understand very
little about their database, yet they
may be spending hundreds of
thousands on campaigns and sales
support whose success depends upon
the quality of it. So before you embark
on your next campaign, look under the
hood and spend some time talking to
sales. Your time will be well spent.
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